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All Steel Immobilizer
For cars, trailers and trucks
This highly versatile and high quality product can be installed on an
extensive range of vehicles, from cars of all types, trailers of all types with
a single wheel design to compressors, generators and SUVs, pickups and
trucks of almost any size.
It uses the same “Screwed on tight” fit as some of our most secure wheel
boots but its steel construction is less expensive.

Trucks and tractors
For any car

SUVs and Pick-Ups

Regular version








For any car, with a tire as wide as 245mm / 18” diameter rim
For trailers with tires as wide as 235mm / 16” diameter rim
No padlock with an exposed and vulnerable shackle
Double locks for more security
Components are painted or plated to protect against corrosion
Installed screwed on tight with provided hand crank
Weight: 19 lbs (Approx.)

Large version:





Same design and operation as small version
For large sized tires, up to 22.5” diameter rim
Weight : 24 lbs (Approx.)
Still fits on smaller rims

Large version (High Security):



With registered, high security half-moon key
Many units can be ordered to function with the same key

Specifications:




Material : Steel
Rims are protected from scratches with rubber and vinyl.
S’installe très rapidement et solidement.
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Installation instructions:

1.

Use the key to unlock access to crank point

2. Apply the open jaw onto your rim

3.

Tighten the boot onto your rim

4. Close the door and remove key to complete

5.
You may need to adjust the arm at the
second crank point. Make sure the boot is held by the
jaw and not the wheel cover and that the wheel cover
is flush against the rim.
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